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By 1789, when the French people were just becoming
absorbed in revolutionary activity, both the United States and
Britain already enjoyed relatively stable political systems
which asserted fundamental rights of each individual and
established a protection of these rights against moral and
political infringement.

To insure the perpetuation of these

'inalienable' rights, revolutionary Americans fought violently
to bteak the oppressive bonds of a tyrannical monarch.

The

English, in 1688, more conservatively chose to build upon their
existing modes of government.

Because the French Revolution

sought to abolish many principles on which the British government rested, it would seem logical for Edmund Burke to oppose
the overthrow of the French Bourbon monarchy.

The French

quest for a more democratic rule would also justify Thomas
Paine's support of the revolution against the corrupt and
crumbling monarchy of Louis XVI.

However, while each of these

men did hold these respective positions, Burke's Reflections on
The Revolution in France, and Paine's Rights of Man, sprang not
from a strong sense of patriotism, nor did they seek to reflect
the position of their countrymen.

The positions held by these

men were simply manifestations of deeply personal philosophic
beliefs which represented only a portion of their nation's sentiment.
Because the United States had defeated Britain in a battle
over such principles, there obviously existed in the United
States a significant number who would naturally favor the French
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Revolution.

Also, because the French had assisted the

Americans in that revolution, many American~ sentimental
remembrances inclined them to support the French.
Britain, P~tt

In

pursued a policy of neutrality but supported

the monarchy and sought to weaken the opposition by creating
partisan units within France.

Paine and Burke would seem

the ideal candidates to defend their country's positions,
Although

since they were both the epitome of those ideas.

neither represented a vast majority of their countrymen, their
ideas spoke strongly for the principles on which their respective
governments existed.
The revolution in France was more than a movement towards
independence.

It was an attempt to correct monarchical and

aristocratic abuses of the other classes, but it was also the
result of serious financial and agrarian problems.

By 1789,

France had been involved in revolutionary activity for nearly
a year, with at least another three years to
series of transitions had taken place.

90,

yet already a

In the transition from

a feudal state, France rejected the very principles of a
hereditary monarchy.

The hereditary House of Lords, the

eccentric method of selection of the House of Commons, the
theory of vertical representation, and the mysteries of a
traditional and unwritten constitution.I

The French were

striving for a more democratic political procedure which was
the antithesis of Britain's parliamentary government.
The National Assembly had conceded the legitimacy of a
constitutional monarchy, but in the Declaration of the Rights
of Man, the theory that France was the personal property of its
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king was abrogated.
authority
to Burke's

The idea that individuals derived their

imm~diately

~biggish

from the nation was in direct contrast

conception of what a government should be,

and he was compelled to write his Reflections .... which was
published in 1789.

In response to Burke's assertions, Paine

immediately drew up his democratic ideas in Rights of Man,
written in 1790.
In the context of Europe at the time of the French Revolution, the right to own property and to transmit property
through inheritance and prescription meant that those who
already enjoyed the ownership of property would be the prime
beneficiaries of Burke's ideas. 2

Although Edmund Burke was

more a "magazine of universal truths 11 3 than a dogmatic Whig
or Tory, he was a member of the Whig party and his crusade was
ultimately that of the English aristocrats.

Burke believed

that government should be a monarchy directed by laws, controlled
and balanced by the great hereditary wealth and hereditary dignity
of a nation with both again controlled by a judicious check from
the reason and feeling of the people at large, acting by a
suitable and permanent organ.

The urgency of his writing

reflected his basic fear that stable institutions would be
weakened by some abstract appeal.

Burke opposed the destruc-

tiveness of a revolution as well as the lawlessness and violence,
but more importantly, he valued the continuity of social and
political agencies over what he considered abstractions.

His

objections to the French Revolution stemmed mainly from his fear
that the status quo would be destroyed.

He also feared that

the French Revolution would infect the English people.4
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The French Revolution occurred at a time when Burke's
political career was at an apex.

Born in Dublin in 1729,

and elected as a member to the House of Commons at the age of
thirty-five, he had already established himself as a political
philosopher and his loyalty to the monarchy was firm.s

However,

in 1789, his party was divided and unable to uphold the traditional Whig doctrine of hereditary succession during the
Regency crisis of 1788-89.

Because the structure of his party

had become incoherent, he feared the factions would be prone to
radical thought.
valid.

There is evidence that perhaps his fears were

In 1789, a London newspaper reported that as many as

20,000 London citizens would support a revolution to promote
more rights among men,6 and in 1790 when Burke announced to the
House of Commons his hostility to the French faction in England,
he became the mockery of Parliament.
News of the fall of the Bastille was met with favor in
England.

The English wanted the French to enjoy the liberal

association with constitutional monarchy.

However, as news

began to arrive of confiscated church property, surrender of
privileges, abolition of nobility, and the disrespect to the
king, England became shocked and alienated.7

By 1792, with the

outbreak of war on the continent, the division became clearly
marked.

The government had no sympathy for the French, but

also had no desire to enter a war.

The anti-French faction

consisted mainly of Anglicans, aristocrats, and agrarians.
Burke became a favorite of the British court but infuriated the
mass of the English people.8
Whether Edmund Burke objected to the revolution because

- s he was able to foresee the consequences of the conflict or
merely because he disagreed with the means of altering the
system is unclear.

He was able to predict, however, the

whole course of events which would follow the French attempt
to reconstruct society after an abstract pattern.

Burke saw

the revolution undergoing a series of transitions in which
tradition would be lost and which would ultimately end in
despotism.9

In the Declaration of the Rights of Man, Burke

perceived an abstract notion of rights and an impassioned
desire to be free of all duties towards the past and towards
posterity.IO
Burke realized that no government was eternally stable.
In Reflections ... , he wrote that ''A State Without a Means of
Change is Without a Means of Conservation. 11 11

His primary

objection to the revolution in France was that the French wer.e
parting from tradition and were disrupting order.

He believed

that institutions often needed reforming but that reform must
be done in accordance with their original principles, spitit,
and purposes.

According to Burke, the Glorious Revolution

of 1688 was legitimate because it was made to "preserve ancient,
indisputable laws and liberties. 11 1 2

The American Revolution

ironically also met with Burke's approval.

The Americans weFe

not innovators or zealous ideologues, but were simply calling
for a return to original rights which they considered revoked
by recent British innovations.
tradition.

Americans were defending

The policy pursued by the British ministry and

aristocracy toward the Americans was ·actually an arbitrary
effort on the mother country to do whatever she might deem
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convenient to her interests.13
Since both the British and Americans emerged from their
revolution with classes intact, it may be assumed that Burke
opposed the French Revolution because one of its goals was to
blur class distinction.

However, for Burke, the importance

of the English and American revolutions did not lie in the
perpetuation of classes of and by itself; he thought it
imperative to preserve those classes because they existed as
a thread in the fabric of those nations.

Burke believed that

men were not naturally good or evil, but were a mingling of
both and were kept obedient by the force of habit and custom.
Therefore, the perpetuation of the class system provided
stability and security.
The comparability of the French and English political
structure naturally drew references to the Glorious Revolution
in comparison to the French.

Burke considered the Bill of

Rights of 1689 as "that ancient constitution of government
which is our only security of law and liberty. 11 14

Burke

considered the ancient tradition of parliamentary action to be
the only legitimate method of acquiring new powers.

Alteration

by any other means would be the subversion of the ancient state
of England, and could in no way be justified.

From the Magna

Carta to the Bill of Rights, the English had followed a uniform
constitutional policy to claim and assert liberties, which to
Burke were the entailed inheritances of the nation.
Such a policy was the result of profound reflection, a
natural inclination, and was in the spirit of philosophic
analogy.IS

The English system provides a permanent governing
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body with transitory parts, in which the human race can be
moulded.

France, in contrast, presented only a transitory

governing body which was formed during a chaotic revolution
which uprooted all natural political consistency.
"The French Revolution is the most astonishing thing
that has hitherto happened in the world," Burke wrote in 1790.
"Everything seems out of nature in this strange chaos of
levity and ferocity and all sorts of crimes jumbled together. 111 6
Burke wanted

a

rational liberty granted to the French but felt

that this was only possible if the French formed some kind of
permanent governing body.17

By disregarding political insti-

tutions such as the monarchy, and through irreverence to the
social and religious traditions, France had "abandoned her
interest that she might prostitute her virtue. 11 18
France was succeeding in casting off the excesses of the
ancien regime.

Burke interpreted this as parting from natural

order and the uprooting of society.

The Glorious Revolution

was not a radical break from English traditions but was the
preservation of government which is the contrivance of society
to provide for human wants.19

Burke asserted that the preser-

vation of society requires the submission of man's passions to
Furthermore, each man must be

secure the good for the whole.
content with his station in life.

This assures that each

individual will be beneficent toward all of mankind, which is
the first link in the series by which society comes to love
country and fellow citizen.

In this state of existence,

whatever man can do separately, without trespassing on the
rights 0£ others, he may do for himself.

He also has a right
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to a fair portion of what society can do in his favor.

In

this partnership, men have equal rights but not equal things.20
As the French bourgeois became wealthier, and materially
equal to the aristocracy, they also began to expect the
privileges of the aristocracy, which the aristocracy so
zealously guarded.

However, the bourgeois was never able to

acquire such privileges as tax exemption and their consequent
discontent was seen by Burke as a primary cause of the
revolution.21

According to Burke, the bourgeois should have

accepted theit status, but they instead sought to abolish such
distinction.

This resentment on the part of the bourgeois

because of their status was inconsistent to the orderly makeup
of society and was irrational, no matter what abuses warranted
such resentment.
Burke could not approve of the events centered around
I

August 4.

He saw the crumbling of the ancien regime and

although it was corrupt, it was an established entity, and so
should be honored.

The National Assembly met with his most

ardent disapproval as is reflected in the following excerpt:
....... this accumulation of circumstance
in which men are irritated by oppression
and elevated by a triumph causes them to
abandon themselves to violent and extreme
causes .... 22
Nothing else but a voluntary association of men who had
availed themselves of circumstance had seized the power of
the state.

The members of the National Assembly did not

exercise constitutional authority and most of their acts were
done without the approval of the great majority of assembly
members. 23

As Burke saw it, the actions of the National
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Assembly were the result of the middle class being unwilling
to accept its status.

He thought they had sacrificed their

dignity for ambition.
"Vices are feigned when profit is looked for in punishment. 11 24

Burke contended, and he assessed that, because of

their resentment, the
the church.

bourgeoi9~struck

at the nobility through

He believed that one segment was bent on

destroying the civil power through the ecclesiastical and the
other sought to demolish the ecclesiastical through the civil.25
This would· bring about the double ruin of church and state.
Burke saw the church as the support system for society and
society as the contract of men to subjugate individual gains
for the collective good.

The state was Burke's archetype of

perfection, and was the end of society.

However, if the church

had to sacrifice virtue and humanity to become a puppet of the
state, then it would be better to have no established church at
a11.26
The church was endangered; class distinctions were also
imperiled.

Burke predicted further disintegration into chaos

and determined that the state of the French finances precursed
other national woes.

The French revenue, or the system or

collection of, was the most grievous part of the French
government; France could not support her political system.
Burke argued that although France was wading in debt, most
other governments were also.

The irony was that if heavier

taxes were imposed, the people would be either unwilling or
unable to pay.

If revenue from taxes was not provided the

king would be undone by the monied interests.27

However, the
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welfare of the state rested heavily on financial income, in
Burke's opinion, and money from confiscated church property
was illegitimately taken.28
Burke felt that the power of perpetuating property was
one of the most valuable circumstances of society and also the
one that tended most to perpetuate society.29

He also

believed that a natural aristocracy was not a separate interest
in the state or separate from it.

Jacobinism was a European

movement that threatened to reverse the natural order of things
and to plunge Europe into a Dark Age of anarchy and turbulence.30
Burke's belief in a natural aristocracy also constituted
one more strike against the National Assembly.

He accurately

observed that few had practical experience in the workings of
the state and that the best were only men of theory.
ardently supported an

~ssembly

He

composed of permanent property,

education, and habits which would enlarge and liberalize understanding.

By allowing the third estate to voice political

opinions was a great departure from the ancient precedent.31
Once these men of humble rank were snatched from subordination,
they inevitably would become intoxicated with unprepared greatness, and worse, instead of finding themselves obliged to conform to a constitution, they would have the power to make a
constitution that would conform to their designs.

Furthermore,

the majority of the third estate, in conjunction with a portion
of the clergy, in seeking the destruction of the nobility would
be prone to the leadership of those seeking that destruction by
any means. 32
Burke saw the natural ruling class being replaced by what
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he initially believed to be, and what later did actually
become, a tyranny.

He asked:

"who but a tyrant could think

to seize the property of men, unaccused, unheard, and untried?"33
Although he was obviously blind to the corruption of the church,
he saw the irony of the formation of plans for the good order of
future society amidst assasination, massacre, and confiscation.
He also was able to recognize the final result of a dependence
upon the military, which was making the civilian population
vulnerable to the whims of military leaders.

Eventually, any

leadership could be crushed, which would lead ultimately to
anarchy.

Burke realized that no such arrangements were conducive

to national tranquility.34
When Louis XVI was imprisoned in 1792, Burke became
hysterical.

He saw the revolution as a messianic crusade to

spread revolution throughout Europe, destroying Christian and
feudal foundations.35

He even proclaimed a doctrine for English

intervention in France.36
Burke's political ideas were closely related to the
Machiavellian idea of the balance of three constituent parts of
government, and like many of his contemporaries, he also believed
that if any of the three became overly powerful, the balance
would be upset as is stated in the following:
The constituent parts of a state are
obliged to hold their public faith with
each other and with all those who derive
any serious interest under their engagement, as much as the whole state is bound
to keep its faith with separate
communities ... otherwise no law will be
left but the will of the prevailing force.37
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Burke could hardly have been surprised by the incarceration
of the king.

It is evident in his writing that he could have

foreseen the result of one division of government becoming
more powerful.
His faith in the competence of the National Assembly
had never been strong for he had been able to discern the
underlying contradictions of even the electoral process.
The legislative process was based on territory, population, and a contribution, which varied with the level of the
electorate but always depended on property.

Burke questioned

how an electorate based on financial qualifications could offer
a resolution to a conflict which erupted against this very
principle.

Burke also noted that there was very little con-

tact between the voter and the representative.

Burke also

noted that in the course of the electoral process, there was
little association between the representative and his
constituents. 38
Burke recognized France's attempt to blend all sorts of
citizens into a homogeneous mass then break into republics which
were held together by confiscation, compulsory paper currency,
and a general army.

When confiscation was not sufficient

financial support, paper currency was issued.

This would lead

to speculation which would eventually place the power obtained
in revolution among the burghers and monied directors.39

Burke

prophesied that if such a pattern continued, France would be
governed by societies in towns formed of directors of assignats
and trustees for the sale of church property, attornies, speculators,
and an ignoble oligarchy formed by the destruction of the

crown~
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church, nobility, and people.40
Edmund Burke did believe in change, and he believed that
a fantastic degree of alteration was possible through a
parliamentary procedure.

He realized that "at once to reform

and preserve is a slow process ... not fit for an assembly which
glories in performing in a few months. 11 41

By hating vice,

Burke once remarked, man is driven by his hostility to love
man too little.

Perhaps this justified for him the French

rebellion against "a mild and lawful monarch."

He could at

least rationalize the movements towards social and clerical
adjustments but the downgrading of the king was most vehemently
opposed.

By eliminating the traditional role of monarchy, the

French had struck the antithesis to orderly social conduct.
Once again, Burke could not help but draw comparisons
with the English experience.

He proudly boasts that the two

principles of conservation and correction operated strongly at
the two critical periods of the Restoration and the Revolution
when England found herself without a King.
She had lost the
bond of union but had kept the fabric, 42 unlike France, who
ripped the fabric stitch by stitch.
Burke asserted that

experience had taught the English

that in no other course or method than that of a hereditary
monarchy were their liberties regularly perpetuated and
preserved hereditary rights.

It is admitted that an irregular

and convulsive movement may be necessary, but succession is
the only healthy method.4 3

England conceived the undisturbed

succession of the crown to be a pledge of the stability and
perpetuity of all other members of the constitution.

The
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British also reject the notion that a popular election is
the sole lawful source of authority.
Kings, according to Burke, were in one sense, the servants
of the public because their power has no other rational end
than that of the general advantage.

However, it is not true

that they must arbitrarily obey the commands of others and
are removable at pleasure.

The King should embody the spirit

of the public; he is created by and responsible to the people.44
In Burke's interpretation, the underlying contradictions
in the very framework of the newly found French government could
be seen most clearly in the poignantly contradictory attitudes
towards the king.

The National Assembly claimed that "if the

king did not owe his crown to the lawful choice of his people,
then he is no legitimate monarch ... and is in no respect better
than the rest of the gang of usurpers who reign without any
sort of right or title to the allegiance of the people. 11 45
Yet, the National Assembly seriously contemplated the formation
of a constitutional monarchy and even requested the captive king
to forget the stormy period on account of the good he was
to produce for his Feople.

li~ely

Furthermore, he was assured

obedience only when he no longer possessed the authority to
command. 46

According to Burke, the acts of the Assembly were

abominable and the king's actions appropriate because "kings
will be tyrants from policy when the subjects are rebels by
principle." 4 7 ·
In both the United States and Britain, the wealthy and
privileged supported Burke, condemning Paine for wanting to
destroy the reasonable and decent aspects of life; the poor and
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underprivileged supported Paine, cursing Burke as an inhuman
monster who was indifferent to their plight. 48
It is understandable that those who already enjoyed the
liberal existence of an affluent life would support Burke.
Although Burke did not argue for the protection of material
wealth, his philosophic beliefs that traditional institutions
should forever remain virtually intact appealed to those who
did have much to protect from revolutionary radicalism.
Burke underlined the danger of innovation which might be
thrust upon a social system by introducing new and alien
elements into the old social and political fabric.
What Burke did not realize was that his thinking was just
as abstract and as speculative as those writers whom he
attacked.49

His idea of the state was a curiosity in

European thought, and he stressed the power of the state
instead of the rights of the individual over the state.so
Actually, Burke may have hated those writers because they
weakened the prejudices that psychologically sustained the
ancien regime.

Burke's assumptions that the state had roots

in the precedents set in antiquity were as arbitrary as some
of the assumptions made by Jacobin theorists which he so
vehemently denounced.SI
Burke's thoughts on the French Revolution were his
reactions to the current enlightenment philosophy of religion,
society, and man.

According to Frank O'Gorman, these anti-

revolutionary sentiments proceeded from Burke's anti-rationalist
pos~tion,

where liberty was not an abstract proposition but a

social reality and property was not a mental construct but a
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social bulwark of order.52

Inevitably, these anti-rationalist

notions strengthened his enduring presumptions in favor of any
established government or existing institution.

The state

became, in this light, merely a vehicle to maintain the
structure of society, regardless of popular sentiment.
Burke once proclaimed that his Reflections on the Rev-0lution in France had been written to express the prevalent
sentiment of his nation to a foreign people.53

If one accepts

the position of the ruling class to be the prevalent sentiment
of all the people in that nation, then Burke's statement was
accurate.

However,

Bu~ke

spoke only for one segment of the

population, which was the landed nobility.

In France, he

became the spokesman of the ancien regime.

His contemplation

of new social and political networks reflects a splendidly
accurate foresight, but also reveals an inability to accept
the assertiveness of the majority of the population.

Burke

did not speak nor write to the classes whose sentiments were
manifested in Paine's Rights of Man.
Thomas Paine could justify his more liberal attitudes not
only by his recent personal experience in America; but also
from the history of his own country:

the bloodless revolution

in England resulted in the increased authority of Parliament
over the monarchy. 54

Born in Thetford in 1737, the son of a

Quaker stay-maker, Paine arrived in America in 1774, on the
eve of the American Revolution.

In 1776, he wrote "Common

Sense", the Republican document which proved to be one of the
inspirations to the Declaration of Independence.SS

Paine was

a person of some experience, influence, and consequence who
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had inspired and participated in the founding of the new
American republic.

Just as Burke could attest to the

successful preservation of the English monarchy in 1689,
Paine had also witnessed the founding of the American political
system, with its promise of democratic processes and
representative institutions buttressed by a spirit of
independence and political maturity.56

His approval of the·

French Revolution seemed only natural.
It is inaccurate to believe that Burke represented the
prevalent position of the total British population toward the
French Revolution, but it is also inaccurate to assume that
Thomas Paine was able to persuade all of the United States
citizens that the French revolutionaries were reconstructing
French institutions in hopes of achieving the American ideal.
Uni versa! class distinctions transcended n.a tional is tic support.
By 1789, the United States government was beginning to organize
under a new federal constitution.

Differences of whether to

develop democratically or not were crystallized by the French
Revolution. 5 7

Alexander Hamilton pushed for economic

development and a unified central authority
would solidify class distinctions.

which~

consequently,

Both Hamilton and John

Adams hated the French Revolution but it is unclear which Adams
hated most, the revolution or Thomas Paine.

United States

newspapers became the battle ground of the more affluent and
outspoken citizens against Paine.

Adams even went so far as

to state that "French representation would be no representation
at all. 11 58

Jefferson wanted government at the state level.

He anticipated the development of a clear class consciousness
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and saw that as a harbinger of encroaching tyranny.

He knew

the power and the threat of a unified aristocracy.

Jefferson

was not the only American proponent of the French Revolution,
but as he was naturally in the political limelight, he and
Thomas Paine became the leading spokesmen of the French
Revolution in America.
Paine wrote that "Burke's instructions to the French were
synonymous to darkness illuminating light. 11 59

If Thomas Paine

was the light, then certainly, Burke was the darkness.
Although the two's disagreements were thorough and all-encompassing, their basic departure lay in Burke's belief that man needed
habit and traditional social habits to keep him 'obedient' and
Paine's conviction that man entered into society to expound upon
and to secure his natural rights. 60
Paine asserted that a·ll men were born equal.

Each indi-

vidual was born into natural and civil rights which he deposited
in the common stock of society.

Political associations were

made to preserve natural rights which include liberty, property,
.

.

.

security, and resistance to oppression.

61

The force that

motivates men to create a political association

h~s

its origins

in the principles of society and in the constitution of man.
It is not the effect of government but the cause of the
formation of it.

The instincts that brought man together and

caused him to seek a political authority existed prior to any
government and would still exist if the formalities of government were abolished, since these instincts are inherent.
Therefore, government's function is nothing more than a national
association acting on the principles of society.
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Man, Paine contended, formed governments so as to create
order.

Government then is strictly the manager of the

affairs of the nation.

Since man created it and is a part

of it, then it can not be the property of any particular
family or man but is the property of the community, at whose
expense it is supported.6 2

Sovereignty pertains to the

nation only and "a nation has at all times an inherent
indefensible right to abolish any form of government it finds
inconvenient and to establish such accords with its interest,
disposition, and happiness. 1163
Whereas Edmund Burke, in his Reflections
- - - - - -...
- ) defended the
monarchy and hereditary succession (the value of which was
established in the Glorious Revolution), Paine advocated no
particular form of government.

What he deemed most important

is that the people have the right to establish whatever form of
government they please, whether this be a hereditary monarchy
or a democracy.

It is, however, imperative that the govern-

ment has a constitution by and of the people to guide it.
By attempting to write a constitution, whether to assist a
monarchy or a democracy, Paine felt that the

Fre~ch

were taking

steps to alter the most serious defect in the French nation.
Paine believed that governments were formed out of superstition, power, or the common interests of society and the
common rights of man.

Any government that had risen from

superstition was the product of ignorance and until that
community bec.ame enlightened, then that form of rule was
appropriate.

If a government has risen out of power, then it

has gained its positidn by suppression or defeat of an oppo-
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sition.

In this sort of authoritarian rule, it is impossible

for a contract to exist between those who govern and those who
are governed.

Individuals voluntarily enter into a contract

to abide by the decisions of a representative of themselves.
When that authority is formed through manipulation of a weaker
party, then the compact has been violated and the government
is illegitimate.64
The forebears of House of Bourbon were established in
France during the tenth century.

Louis XVI, a descendant of

Henry IV, was one of the last in a line of succession that had
a lineage nearly two hundred years old.

Paine contends that

because the exercise of government requires abilities and
talents that cannot have hereditary descent, "it is evident
that hereditary succession requires a belief ... which can only
be established upon ignorance and the more ignorant a country,
the better suited they are for the form of heredity succession. 11 65
Furthermore, Paine believed there is not justification when men,
born of equal rights, are referred to with distinctly different
titles, which are hereditary, and which imply subservience to
another.

If there were two or more distinct separate elements

of human power, then there should be two descriptions, but there
is only man, one element of power.

Therefore, the governing

body should be made up of only one element, which would merely
be an extension of the system. 6 6
Paine saw as clearly as any Frenchman the corruption of
Louis' government.

He noted the purchasing of titles, the

exemption from taxes, and the abuses and oppression of the
ancien regime.

Despite conflicts between the bourgeois'~and
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the aristocracy, power was in the hands of virtually anyone
appointed by the king.

Paine felt that rights were

"inherently in all inhabitants 11 67 and by annuling the right
of the majority, the right is left in the hands of the few,
and this is injustice.

Whereas Burke judged the monarchy to

be the victim of circumstance, Paine saw the monarchy as the
root from which the poison grew.

He reflected in Rights of

Man:
When we survey the wretched condition
of mankind under the monarchical and hereditary
system of government, dragged from his home by
power, or driven by another and impoverished by
taxes more than by enemies, it becomes evident
that this system is bad and that a general
revolution in the principle and construction of
the government is necessary.68
Paine agreed with Burke that revolutions had formerly
meant a change of person or an alteration of local circumstances.
The United States had renovated the natural order of things, a
system of universal principles that were as basic as truth and
the existence of man, and the combination of moral and political
happiness and national prosperity. 69
He believed that time,
and change of circumstances and opinions, had the same progressive
effect in rendering modes of government obsolete.

Paine noted

that if a nation is satisfied with agricultural and commercial
circumstances, little fault is found with the government.

The

lack of bread and the financial problems in France had produced
enough dissatisfaction to warrant a new form of government.
Paine saw this sentiment as a positive progression.

The

abolition of the monarchy did not appeal to Paine simply because
it spelled the termination of excessive abuse, but also because
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it marked the commencement of the liberation of man's rights
in France.
The monarchy and the monarch were distinct and separate,
and it was against the established despotism of the former and
not against the person and principles of the latter that Paine
advocated revolution.

He saw the struggle as being the French

against the hereditary tyranny of the established government
and the reform as being aimed against the system and not the
individual.

Burke compared the English revolution, which was

against a specific tyrant to the French, where the revolution
was generated in the rational contemplations of the rights of
man and which distinguished from the beginning the person for
the institution of which that person is head.70

Paine believed

that the "principles of the revolution had not their origin in
Louis XVI, but in the original establishment, many cultures back
and were too deeply rooted to be removed ..... by anything less
than a complete and universal revolution. 11 71
Although Paine distinguished the abuses of the monarchy as
being separate from the manipulations of Louis, he also believed
that the actions of Louis had justified abdicatiqn.

Not only

had Louis "fled his post in 1791" but Paine also felt sure that
the nation would never give its confidence to a man who had
"perjured his oath and planned a clandestine flight."

Further-

more, "the thirty million which it costs to support a king in
the eclat of stupid mental luxury presents us with an early
method of reducing taxes and stopping the progress of a political corruption. 11 7 2
Burke had written that "government is a contrivance of
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human wisdom."73

Paine replied that if a government is a

contrivance of human wisdom, it must necessarily follow that
hereditary succession and hereditary rights can make no part
of it because it is impossible to make wisdom hereditary.
Paine was not so bold, however, to claim that the monarchy
was the only source of national frustration.

He believed

that the rivalry of despotism was between the monarchy,
Parliament, and the church.

He interpreted the monarchy as

merely a "court artifice to procure money," and the Parliament
as the puppet of the monarchy which manipulated the king to
gain its own advantage.

The church in France had become a

political machine, thereby destroying the fundamental reality
of it. 74
Paine recognized in the old government an assumption of
power which supported itself through war, and the encouragement
of national prejudice by measuring prosperity by the quantity
of revenue it extorted.

He also believed that in hereditary

succession, the successor not only inherited the government,
but inherited the people, which also constituted an injustice.
Paine's experience in America, along with the wit.nessing of
such French practices must have been the inspiration when he
proclaimed that "all hereditary government is to the people a
species of slavery, a representative government is the only
freedom. 117 5
A body composed of representatives of all the people would
insure the perpetuation of civil rights with the establishment
of a constitution
government.

'

which is the antecedent to a representative

Also, every nation has the right to form or
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reform governments or to generate or reconstruct a
constitution.

However, Paine also contended that "a

government resting on the principles on which a constitutional
government arising out of societies are established cannot
have the right -of altering itself, for if it did, it would
be arbitrary.'' 76

The law enacted by governments control

man only as individuals but the nation, through its constitution,
controls the whole country.

A Republic concentrates on the

knowledge necessary to the interest of the parts of the whole
which places the republic in a constant state of political
maturity.77
Paine believed that it was over the lowest class of mankind the government of suppression was intended to operate.
He believed that once man recognized that he was the object
aimed at, he would inflict in his turn the examples of
terrorism that he had been instructed to practice.

However,

the actions of the National Assembly convinced Paine that this
terror had reached an equilibrium and that the French constitution would return the order of things to the natural state.
The French were beginning to put the law before

~he

king.

The principles of the revolution were "harmonizing with their
forms and both with their origins. 1178
The Revolution in France was victory of good over evil
and the National Assembly became to Paine the epitome of the
manifestation of right.

Paine argued against Burke that the

members were the delegates of the nation in its original
character.

They were devoted victims who had the hearts and
wishes of the country at their side. 79
Had the National
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Assembly deserted its trust or had it exhibited signs of
weakness~

Paine felt that the enemy would have been encouraged

and the country depressed.so
By assuming that perhaps the enemy was not encouraged,
Paine reveals a narrow foresight in his inability to anticipate the turning of events toward a counter-revolution.
That Burke even considered the possibility of a counterrevolution was evidence of his poor understanding of mankind,
according to Paine.

A counter-revolution would have meant

the obliteration of knowledge and Paine argued that there had
never been discovered a way in which to make man know of
untruth.Bl

Furthermore, man did not become the enemy of man

except through a medium of a false system of government.
Through revolution, the system was transformed into legitimacy
which would naturally distill a national tranquility.
Both Paine and Burke drew from antiquity to rationalize
their ideas.

Paine, in contrast to Burke, stated that
antiquity, by proving everything established nothing. 82

It

merely provided the precedence of democratic systems, whose
just methods produced an inherent desire to reproquce such
methods.

Burke, according to Paine, had not actually drawn

from antiquity but from more intermediate stages.

In antiquity,

argued Paine, man was in the hands of the maker and needed no
title to distinguish rank.

When one man raised himself above

any other man, he had done so through force and not by the
consent of the people. 83
For Paine, even precedents drawn
from antiquity justified the revolution.
There were many abuses in the ancien regime as well as in
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pre-revolutionary America and England that Paine could write
freely of because he was involved in a tradition of public
debate; but he was better at criticizing the old than at
appraising the new.

Paine clearly recognized the faults

of a hereditary monarchy but did not see the development of
a modern constitutional monarchy and its value as a vast
political association with a multiplicity of races and
religions.

Neither did he see that representative institutions

could degenerate into a tyranny of majority rule where votes
are corrupt and where the institution is a vehicle for petty
party rule and vested interests. 8 4
Paine wrote about the finer aspects of a representative
government, which he saw as the avoidance of petty detail and
the limiting of a broad framework of law.

Such an institution

would not be composed of a landed nobility, but of a liberalminded tolerant electorate which had as its foundation a
decentralized political force.

He ignored the possibility of

fostering, through such representation, ignorance and shortsightedness.

He could not see that the risk of violent

revolution was that it throws society into a melting pot,
which often encourages scum to rise to the top, replacing one
tyranny with another.

Paine could not adequately reply to

Burke's claim that the French people would be just as badly off
under a nominally democratic assembly as they had been under
the old monarchy because he refused to accept the short-comings
of such a government.BS
Thomas Paine argued almost fanatically for the protection
of the rights of man.

He failed to anticipate the political
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consequences of these rights being achieved during a period
of chaos.

Burke supported hereditary monarchy in France

because that would be the preservation of the status quo and
because the English Revolution had proven a monarchy to be
the only means of securing national tranquility.

It may be

assumed that Paine and Burke found their support for or
opposition to the Revolution on two different dimensions.
While each were acutely aware of the particular circumstances,
the desire to apply their philosophic beliefs to the situation
may have removed them from the actual situation.

The beliefs

of both men were so established that they may have overlooked
factors contradictory to their theories.

Perhaps Burke could

not recognize that the mere age of the French institutions
implied a certain stability and that constitutional reform
would not be effective.

Perhaps Paine could take heart in

the destruction of birth as the key to success and the
enshrinement of equality before the law as a firm principle
of the French government.
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